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No Vendor Name Question/Answer Question Date

Answer Date

Q1 Waste Management of

Milton
Question: Service Question (by Jonathan P Biggs)

Does the service level listed in the scope of service reflect the container

size/frequency of the current service, or is this a proposed service level?  I

understand the County has allowed the incumbent hauler to exercise its

judgement on the amount of service needed under the current agreement.

Is this still the case?

Public Answer:  (by Wesley Pavlicek )

Yes. The service schedule on the solicitation document is the current

amount of containers and pickups. The district would like to continue its use

under this schedule as it has been fitting for each school and department

based on the size of the containers and the needs of each

school/department. Several concerns such as this can be further discussed

in the setup/site visit meeting with the awarding contractor.

07/18/2022 09:52 AM

CDT

Ready for Publication

Q2 Adams Sanitation Question: container size and service frequency Question1 (by

CLIFTON DEVER)

At 17 of the school locations, the current vendor's service frequency

schedule and/or the number or size of containers does not align with the

RFP. Will the RFP or the current frequency and container size and count

control?

Public Answer:  (by Wesley Pavlicek )

The service schedule in the solicitation document shows the current

size/amount of containers and the number of pickups each week. The

solicitation has been written to support the upcoming contract term. The

district would like to use the current service schedule as it has been working

well with each school and department up to this point. Concerns such as

this can be further discussed during the setup/site visit meetings with the

awarded contractor.

07/26/2022 03:54 PM

CDT

Ready for Publication
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Q3 Adams Sanitation Question: Container size and service frequency Question 2 (by

CLIFTON DEVER)

2.On June 3, 2019, Mr. Judson Crane, writing on behalf of the SRSD stated

the following in reference to the now current contract:

“The RFP submitted was for a fixed price contract. Regardless to how many

containers and pickups needed, we negotiated a fixed annual price,

allowing for annual price adjustments. The number of containers and

pickups listed in the RFP were for informational purposes so interested

parties would have a baseline. It was up to each vendor to verify what was

needed and submit a proposal accordingly. Bottom line is that we pay the

fixed price, and the provider makes sure the waste removal needs specified

in the RFP are met. While we requested in our RFP a price for additions

and deletions, the purpose, although not clearly stated in the solicitation,

was for additions in the case of new schools and facilities, and deletions for

facilities no longer needing service. This was made clear to the awarded

vendor during negotiations.”

Please confirm that this statement applies to the now current RFP

solicitation.

Public Answer:  (by Wesley Pavlicek )

This statement does not apply to RFP 22-14-WP. This statement went

along with negotiated rates on the current contract, RFP 17-11. If it is in the

best interest of the District, we can negotiate a similar payment structure

based on the evaluation committees decision and the proposals received

for RFP 22-14-WP.

07/26/2022 03:55 PM

CDT

Ready for Publication

Q4 Adams Sanitation Question: Recycling Question (by CLIFTON DEVER)

3.It appears that the current vendor is providing once-weekly recycling

service to 5, 8-yard containers at 5 separate locations. Can you confirm the

current number of locations and containers requested to receive or continue

receiving recycling service?

Public Answer:  (by Wesley Pavlicek )

Recycling services are not currently being used by the district under the

current RFP. There may be some containers on location that are labeled for

recycling but are not being used as such. The recycling program under the

new RFP is going to be offered to the district as an added service. Pricing

for recycling can be included for use of schools that are interested in this

program at any point during the 5-year term of the contract. The evaluation

committee will base their evaluation on the primary service, garbage

removal. Any other services product will be evaluated as a

secondary/added service.

07/26/2022 03:57 PM

CDT

Ready for Publication
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